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 After the success of the Digital Performer VST/AU/AudioUnit interface the Nexus VSTi has been developed and now it will be available as VST/AU interface for the Nexus 4. The Nexus 4 is a beautiful instrument with many wave forms and velocity layers. The Nexus 4 has a nice, big sound that can work as an orchestra or even just as a clean synth and you can work with the single notes, chords or
you can combine the two for a great instrument in your productions. With the new VST/AU interface you will be able to use all the features of the Nexus 4 and many more: create new, unique synths by combining the velocity layers with the single notes, modify the velocity of the notes, control the playback on the stage with the voice instances and much more. Download the free demo version and

have a try. You will need the vst3host utility to be able to host a VST. Features The VST/AU (Unlimited Audio Unit) interface has the following features: Has a VST and Audio Unit version Onboard Chromium 3 Controls (the vsthost utility) Various effects (the vsthost utility) User defined panner (the vsthost utility) The following plugins are included (but not limited to): Korg OASYS, Korg PA32,
Korg PA33, Korg D50, Korg RE20, Korg D50, Korg RE20, Korg Xpander, Korg TX10, Yamaha FS1, Yamaha TX81Z, Yamaha FS1, Yamaha TX81Z, Yamaha FXP. Download the installer The installer is only available via direct link, no torrents. Support As always, our team is here to answer any questions and comments that you have. Create patches with the multi mode control The VST/AU

interface supports the modulation features of the Nexus 4. You can control the features of the VST/AU interface using the multi mode control. The VST/AU interface has a built-in multi mode control. You can use the built-in multi mode control or you can use your own control panel and assign controls to the VST/AU interface. The VST/AU interface is fully compatible with the NEXUS 4 modular
synthesizer 82157476af
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